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Status
 Pending

Subject
bootstrap_modal modals not popping up, contents being loaded in new page, compromising usability

Version
18.x Regression
19.x
20.x

Category
Bug

Feature
UI / UX (User interface and experience)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Roberto Kirschbaum

Volunteered to solve
Roberto Kirschbaum, Fabio Montefuscolo, Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Roberto Kirschbaum, Jonny Bradley

Rating
     (0) 

Description
A modal should show when you click the icon, but it doesnt. The modal contents load in a full page,
and with limited functionality, such as not having a "save" button.

https://dev.tiki.org/item7071-bootstrap_modal-modals-not-popping-up-contents-being-loaded-in-new-page-compromising-usability
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Seen in Tikis 18 with r. 69798 and r. 69918

Solution
r69798 in 18.x and r69851 in trunk for when we update bootstrap there.
I guess we don't have a solution yet

And r70060 in 18.x

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
28

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
7071

Created
Friday 03 May, 2019 10:25:10 GMT-0000
by Roberto Kirschbaum

LastModif
Friday 24 May, 2019 07:45:32 GMT-0000

http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/69798
http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/69851
http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/70060
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Comments

Fabio Montefuscolo 03 May 19 14:17 GMT-0000

Hello guys,

I found the problem. It is related to sanitize feature of Bootstrap 3. It is always turned on and there is
no way to turn it off using just data- attributes.

From template, we start an html tag to create the popover1.
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/blob/18.x/templates/tiki-adminusers.tpl#L291

The smarty plugin creates other data- attributes to create the popover.2.
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/blob/18.x/lib/smarty_tiki/function.popup.php

The string in data-content has all data-* strippped off3.
https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/v3-dev/js/popover.js#L54

What to do?

Globally disable sanitize by putting this in tiki-jquery.js?1.
$.fn.popover.Constructor.DEFAULTS.sanitize = false

Create a new smarty plugin?2.

[]s

Roberto Kirschbaum 10 May 19 08:47 GMT-0000

Quoting Jonny:

''Hi all again (cc'ing admins)

Just to bump on this issue, as i believe this to be a release blocker now for all supported branches.

Firstly we need to update bootstrap 4 in trunk and 19.x (as allegedly that scss compile bug may be
fixed, needs testing), and these will then have the same problems, and having these not working (and
this breaks all modals initiated by links on popover "wrench" menus) is not really acceptable.

Also, just disabling the new bootstrap sanitise feature, which is the only way Fabio and i have found of
making it work again, doesn't seem like a good idea, does it?

Tiki 20 is due to branch very soon so a solution is needed ASAP.

I will try to investigate some more when i can (weekend again probably) but some assistance or
feedback would be most welcome!

Thanks''

https://dev.tiki.org/user11849
https://dev.tiki.org/user11849
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/blob/18.x/templates/tiki-adminusers.tpl#L291
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/blob/18.x/lib/smarty_tiki/function.popup.php
https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/v3-dev/js/popover.js#L54
https://dev.tiki.org/user11881
https://dev.tiki.org/user11881
https://dev.tiki.org/user11849
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Fabio Montefuscolo 21 May 19 08:43 GMT-0000

Hi Roberto and Jonny,

Please, evaluate this idea. I'm using Tiki tickets to determine if popover as safe. When popover has
data-ticket equals to other tickets on page, I mark popover as safe and skip sanitize, otherwise, the
content will be sanitized.

https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/merge_requests/118

Roberto Kirschbaum 21 May 19 09:57 GMT-0000

Hi Fabio, thanks for the effort. But I applied the patch into 18.x and it didn't work. (Jonny left some
conceptual considerations on the Wikisuite Chat.)

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7071-bootstrap_modal-modals-not-popping-up-contents-being-loaded-in-new-page-
compromising-usability

https://dev.tiki.org/user11849
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/merge_requests/118
https://dev.tiki.org/user11881
https://dev.tiki.org/user11881
https://dev.tiki.org/item7071-bootstrap_modal-modals-not-popping-up-contents-being-loaded-in-new-page-compromising-usability
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